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Sample Complaints Filed Against Hydra Fund
Complaint Title: hydrafund 2 Queja 83792 for $200.00
Submitted by
takenfast843
on 03/06/2012
Complaint #83792

Rhydrafund acessed my bank account without my knowledge ..made an unauthorized
deposit..never heard of these ppl..never accessed their site..now..attempting to withdraw
money from my account

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 161159 for $660.00
Submitted by
Paula
on 09/26/2012
Complaint #161159

I noticed a deposit of 300 in my account on 5/1 and I had applied for a payday loan with
another company and then this appeared. As of 9/17 they have deducted $660.00 from my
account. I cannot find a phone number to call them. The loan was unauthorized I do not
recall ever seeing the name Hydrafund on anything except my bank account.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 203068 for $200.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 01/22/2013
Complaint #203068

To whome it may concern my name is Debra Dargan and I want to fill a complaint against
Hydra Funds I was told by my bank that this company had taken out $60.00 dollars from my
account and I never sign any forms at all with them about a loan and I never heard of this
company at all and there anything that you can do.sign,Debra Dargan-01-22-2013

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 136829 for $90.00
Submitted by
cat467
on 07/19/2012
Complaint #136829

I had applied for a payday loan through another company. On the same day there was
another deposit credited to my account which I didn't know where it came from. When they
took a payment out, I tracked the company through the bank and put a stop payment. Since
then I have been receiving harassing phone calls on a daily basis from a company claiming to
be working on behalh of Hydra fund. They have even gotten may parents' information and
have been calling them as well.
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Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 125370 for $200.00
Submitted by
arkangel201212
on 06/13/2012
Complaint #125370

hydra fund 11
deposited 200.00 into my account. i did not fill out online for them. i checked on some loans
on filled out my account on another site. but i did not accept the terms. i can not pay this
back. after not filling there loan app. out i do not know why the deposited was made.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund 111 Queja 94802 for $300.00
Submitted by
KAREN
on 03/28/2012
Complaint #94802

I APPLIED FOR A PAYDAY LOAN ONLINE AND WHEN I WOKE UP THERE WERE TWO
BUT ONE I HAD NOT HEARD OF. I MMEDIATELY WENT ON LINE TO INVESTIGATE TO
FINE THIS PAGE......I AM TOTALLY OUTRAGED THAT THIS COULD HAPPEN. I ALSO
FOUND THEIR # AND CALLED THEM IMMEDIATELY TO HAVE THIS RETRACTED AND
TO HAVE ALL MY INFORMATION REMOVED FROM THEIR SYSTEM. I SPOKE TO A
YOUNG LADY BY THE NAME OF LATOYA @ EXT2200. I REQUESTED THE SEND ME
SOMETHING THAT THEY WILL BE RETRACTING THE $300 AND I DID NOT REQUEST
OR WANT THEI LOAN. I WILL KEEP YOU UP ON THE OUTCOME. AND THANKS FOR
THE HEADS UP !

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 150799 for $300.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 08/25/2012
Complaint #150799

I never agreed to des people depositing 300.00 bucks in my account I made it loud & clear
not to & they still did I c a address on here for dem im gonna mail dem a money order for
300.00 & change my account also file a police report dey wrong for dat

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 159808 for $300.00
Submitted by
Sun6681
on 09/21/2012
Complaint #159808

This company has been taking from $60 to $90 every month out of my account and they are
not authorized to do so. I need this money back as soon as possible because I do not work
like I use to with the economy like it is.

Complaint Title: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 156784 for $400.00
Submitted by
Eric
on 09/13/2012
Complaint #156784

I called my bank once I got an email from Hydra Financial Limited Fund II and there is
$250.00. I never signed for a deposit into my personal bank account. When I tried calling the
800 number in the email it was a recording. What ever you do, do not click the link in the
email they send. I did and someone out of New York tried to log into my computer from a
cingular email. They continue to call me from a restricted number so I can't call back and tell
them to remove the money added. Is there away to have this money removed that I didn't
sign for?
Eric

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 238534 for $300.00
Submitted by
Mellisa
on 05/08/2013
Complaint #238534

I went to the money mutual website and filled out an online application. I was notified that I
needed to call a 1-800 number to speak to a representative. When I called the people I
spoke with could barely speak English. I was disconnected from the call 3 times. When I
called the fourth time I told the representative to cancel my application. When I learned
through my bank statement that the money did get deposited ($200) I called the 800 number
attached to the deposit and was told that payments would be taken out of my account every
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two weeks until the amount is paid off. What they did not tell me was the payments are not
applied to the loan. The loan has to be paid at one time, the bi-weekly payments($60) are
service fees and interest. I did not agree to this loan or this repayment plan. Now I am
having to pay $500 on a $200 loan

Sample Comments from the Group Members
From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 235934 for $300.00
Submitted by
Renee
on 05/03/2013
Comment #50843

I filed the fraudulent activity with my bank and also sent an email to Hydra Fund stating that
they illegally debited my bank acct without permission from me to do so. I told them that I did
not owe any further fees and that I would speak to my attorney if they performed any further
transactions to my acct. I filed a dispute on the original deposit of $300 and for the $90 that
they took from my acct. In total they owe me $90. I went into my acct today and there is a
withdrawal from Hydra Fund (even though I placed a stop pay) for $300! Where is my
$90?!??!! I am furious! I thought it was my bank reversing the disputed item but they said it
wasn't. So now I have 3 disputes with my bank! I want to be back where I originally was
before they started dipping into my acct! Then my bank starts telling me some crap about me
accepting the original deposit! I didn't accept it! I didn't even realize it was there...my acct
had over that amount in it every day since it was put in! I did not use the $300 and did not
ask for it! I just want my $90 back!!!! When will places like this be put out of business?
Preying on unspecting victims!

From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 172577 for $350.00
Submitted by
andrea
on 11/11/2012
Comment #41383

They said the SAME EXACT thing to me! They called my work and i spoke to them i had no
idea what they were talking about and they said i was lieing and they were going to go to my
job and serve me i hung up on them i was crying and they called my manager and yelled at
her! my manager let me go home and i reported them to the police so they are undergoing a
investigation! they stopped calling me and my job. DONT LISTEN TO THEM !

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 147178 for $300.00
Submitted by
Nwarner73
on 02/07/2013
Comment #47126

Sorry to hear. I know this goes back to the middle of 2012, but on Jan 2013, Hydra Fund did
this same exact thing to me, only it was $250.00; however my bank was able to reverse the
funds and blocked them from ever being able to deposite or withdraw any future funds to my
account. I think you should speak with someone else or bank with someone else if you
haven't already.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 182902 for $200.00
Submitted by
AmberM
on 11/29/2012
Comment #42844

Check out the predatory laws in your state. A bank worker at my local bank was very helpful.
Visit your bank- they do not have the right to harass you

From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 156784 for $400.00
Submitted by
Christine
on 09/18/2012
Comment #36668

The same thing happened to me, and im waiting to see if they will be taking their money out
tomorrow. I will keep you posted. The numver i called was 18883025282
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From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 92665 for $240.00
Submitted by
MzColumbo5529
on 03/23/2012
Comment #21271

HYDRA FUND'S CONTACT NUMBER IS 888-302-5282, and their fax number is
855-270-8430. Call and complain

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 122363 for $250.00
Submitted by
Karen
on 06/15/2012
Comment #28022

OMG THANKS SHMEW04!

From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 142671 for $570.00
Submitted by
Scammed_II
on 08/08/2012
Comment #32931

Contact your bank and request to stop payment to them.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 136829 for $90.00
Submitted by
MMorse88
on 07/21/2012
Comment #31013

http://www.debtconsolidationcare.com/paydayloan/dealingwith-illegallenders.html Use this
website. It will explain a step by step process that you need to do. That is if you live in a state
that do not allow payday loans. Example, I live in NC and I too received money from Hydra III
($200) I too paid $60 dollars and they called me last night threatening to take me to court for
fraud and theft by deception because I lost my job and could not pay the money back. Read
this and it will explain everything you need to do.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 169771 for $300.00
Submitted by
Heather
on 10/23/2012
Comment #39829

If you call 888-302-5351 and dial 1 just tell the customer service people you never asked for
a loan and you want them to take their money back. Its a scam, if you applied for any loans
online and gave out your bank info it apparently gets shared and they can e-sign your name
on a loan application and theres no way to prove it wasn't you.
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